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In the same year the average almost
Dairy project members.
daily concern to the
Miss Rachel Rowland left today for Lexington to attend the
•
expenditure per pupil in the pub- voters.
lic schools was $483.
annual meeting of the Kentucky Home Economics Association.
While they are not aglow with
Allen emphasized that at that optimism
. A patrol of Boy Scouts DI the Lynn Grove troop was named
unexplored
from
the
about their chances'.
rate, "admittedly far too.low," *for regainin
winner yesterday in the "patrol flag" contest recently concluded.
highlands.
g control of the
_ __t_
a child 'could be-given about 7.5 Congress- "Work progressing nicely on the parking lot next to the clinic,"
Surveyor 3 is still percheffbn—
hr the 1970 tdectlais,WHEREAS, Circle K is a collyears
educatio
of
from the column, "
- Seen and Heard Around Murray".
n
for
the cost the Republicans
the sloping inside wall of a
appear most
ege men's service organization
_
Of one year in detention, ".The worried crater 650 feet wide and 50 feet
about --defending their
sponsored by Khan's Internatcosts of crime, of law enforce- governor
deep. Apollo's bullseye is 1,120
ships,
ional and composed of nearly
ment, and of correction are
feet away.
Of 35 governors to be elected
800 clubs throughout the United
high,"
he said. "If better educa- next year,
On the maps, the landing site
the GOP now holds
States and Canada The Kentucky.
tion is made available, they can 24
Is located at 2 degrees w4
and the Democrats only 11.
Tennessee District, one of the
be reduced."
minutes south
If the voters feel it's time for
of the lunar larger
districts,
consists of
But if Johnny can read—every- a change,
equator
and 23 degrees 18
the Republicans will
thirty eight clubs in the two
one in the community gains.
minutes west of the north-south
CAPE KENNEDY (UPI)—
be
hurt
more
than
the
states;aE
ndAs
According to Allen,the greater Democra
Apollo 12
will land on the center line on the moon's near
ts.
WHER
, it was unanimously ISO
Woe to him that increaseth that which Is not his! —Habakkuk 2:6. eastern edge
amount
of
education Johnny has,
of the moon's face.
—
resolved by the Kentucky-TennTime and time again the Bible utters the truth stated in the eighth
the higher his income is likely
If the launch of Conrad, Bean essee
Ocean of Storms.
clubs
convening in Owenscommandment,"Thou shalt not steal."
to be. Consequently, a communiThe robot craft Surveyor 3 and Richard F, Gor don is
boro, Kentucky, last spring, that
ANCIENT FRESCOES
ty, most of whose Johnny's have
landed there on April 20, 1967 delayed from Nov. 14 to No on
Americanism Week Program
completed their high school educand beamed back pictures that 16, their target on the mem would
be carried throughout the
ROME (UPI)— Workmen reation, will likely have a greater
showed the area was appro- will be more than 350 miles to
SALT TALKS BEGIN
TO REVEAL REPORTS
District; and
per-capital income than one in storing a church in the southern
the west—in the middle of the
priate for man's descent.
WHEREAS, the program to be
which most citizens did not finish Italian town of Foggia have
The site is 904 miles west of Ocean of Storms.
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Socarried by the clubs on the camhigh school.
uncovered
ancient
frescoes
Tranquili
Apollo
Base,
ty
ll's
viet Deputy Foreign Minister
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
puses and in the communities is
Finally, Allen, pointed out that believed to date from the 4th
Vladimir S. Semenov, 6'7, will government planned to make and the relatively flat topograone of appreciation of the principRAISED FROM "DEAD" Pro- a community where jobs are awa- century,
the
Italian
news
head the Soviet delegation to public 91 of 1,400 reports today phy is generally the same. Both
les and ideals upon which this
nounced dead by doctors rded on the basis of qualificatio- agency ANSA reported Sunday.
blanvast
are
seas
on
that
sites
the Stratetic Arms Limitation on
whether
car
and
auto
great nation was founded; and
when she was found on a ns and the schools encourage stuTalks (SALT) with the United equipment manufacturers are ket much of the moon's earth- By United Press
WHEREAS,
International
Americanism
lonely beach at Liverpool
dents to become qualified is likeStates, it has been learned.
complying with federal safety facing hemisphere.
Week is a pause in the political
England, Mrs. Kim Nevitt is ly to be a peaceful community.
The SALT negotiations begin standards. Safety critic Ralph
Today is Tuesday, Nov. 11, and social unrest of today to rerecuperating from an overTo astronauts
When students see that time
Charles H.
In Helsinki next Monday. The Nader said Sunday the reports
the 315th day of 1969, with 50 to affirm the principles on which
dose of drugs and exposure. spent in quality schools is an
Conrad
Jr.
and
Alan
L.
Bean,
U.S. delegation will be com- would not tell the whole story.
- OesIEI4 TI4
follow,
this great nation was founded
EAT IR E
She was rushed to a hospital investment that will pay dividenhowever,
the
terrainl will
posed of Gerard C. Smith,
The
moon
is
and
to
between
guarante
its
e
the
new
rights of
when a morgue attendant ds, they are more likely to conappear slightly rougher, wity
director of the U.S. Arms
phase and first quarter.
the individual; and
noticed a tear. With her is tinue their studies through high
C ontr ol and Disarmament
Eighty-one of today's reports more of a rolling appearance
The
WHEREAS, Circle K is not a
morning
stars
are
because
her boy friend, Kenneth Sex- school and perhaps beyond.
of larger and more
Agency;
Involve
Mohawk
the
Philip
and
J.
Farley,
Mercury, Venus and Jupiter,
political organization, and this
In such communities, the unton. She is the mother of
deputy director of the agency; General Tire companies. Nader rounded craters.
The morning stars are Mars program is merely expressing
three and is separated from employment rate is lowered, and
former Navy Secretary Paul said in a letter to Transportaand Saturn.
desire for constructive endeaa higher percentage of the commhe.
:husband. (Cablephoto)
"The horizon will be rougher
Nitze;
former
Air
Force tion Secretary John A. Volpe
On this day in history:
vor,
unity therefore has a stake in the
than
Tranquill
was
it
at
Base
ity
Secretary Harold Brown; for- that
he was disturbed the
In 194 fighting in World 'Aar
NOW, THEREFORE, I, Holmes
preservation in the community.
mer U.S. ambassador to Russia results would emerge "piece- simply because the craters are I was halted
with the signing of Ellis, Mayor of the City of MurEvery element of society, AllLewellyn E. Thompson; and meal and with less than full going to be bigger," said Dr. the armistic
e.
ray, do proclaim the week of
en stressed, must consider bettJohn W. Dietrich, a geologist at
Maj. Gen. Royal B. Allison.
disclosure."
In 1921, President Warren November 9-16 as:
er education his job.
Houston space
the
center.
Harding dedicated the Tomb of
AMERICANISM WEEK
BAD WEATHER HITS
"We'll be getting rims several
the Unknown Soldier at Arling- and commend the Circle K Club
feet above the general terrain
Ansee• to Yesterday's Puzzle
ton National Cemetery.
at Murray State University to
LONDON
(UPI)
—Heavy
surface so we'll have low hills."
In 1965 a United Air Lines carry out and observe programs winds, rain and
snow swept
The
Apollo
12 site also is
Do not wear the same clothes,
GIUUU SUM UNA
jetliner crashed and burned in keeping with ideals of the club across Britain
ACROSS
7 Strip of leather
Sunday, halting day after day. By alternating
believed to be covered by rays
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while
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and
at
that
Salt
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citizens
City,
of Murray some air service and flooding clothes you give
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— streaks of debris that extend
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9-Spanish
the fabric a
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[4300 0301in like spokes in a wheel hundreds killing 42 of the 90 persons recognize the work of this worth- farmlands, Two persons were chance to rest
article
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devices
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aboard.
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while organization,
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11 Macaw
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of
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16 r-itilate
der, in a boating accident off the
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12 Mine entrance
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independence from 1969.
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13-Singing voice
ONR ROO fORM0,11 impacts. One of the rays seems Britain. its
21 Breakfast
England declared the
15 Holdback
Snow fell in Scotland and
foods
UM
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to have come from the giant
VUMF:
17 Tear
22-Chart
action
treasonable
Holmes Ellis, Mayor
and anWOWUN WWWA
some parts of Northern Encrater copernicus more than
19 Symbol for
23 Weaken
nounced a series of economic
MIRK EVERY GRAVE
City of Murray, Kentucky gland. Heavy rains in
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tantalum
24 Man's name
Southern
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sanctions.
WIARA
Engla
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flooded
Scientist
s hope the astronauts
several
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product
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hundred acres of farmlands and
will pick up some of this ray
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23 Scorch
beyond the age of innocence...
(collet')
A
thought
for
the day:
homes on the south seacoast,
material because, if it can be
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28-Cook on tat
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46-Damp
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More than a million tons of Winds
Field 'cud, "I'm sure
into the age 6f awareness
26-Planet
29-Rocky hill
implement
were up to 70 miles per
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identified as such, it might
27.High mountain
dry-cleaned in the
ao heart goes wrong that's
35-Soar
38-Fruit
implement
hour in some places.
told clothing are
show the composition of rocks
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48 Period of
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United
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'LAST SUMMER'

Starts Tomorrow
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30 Greekletter
31 Liberty
33 Greek letter
35-Crafty
36-Svriss river
37 Vessel
38-Supplicate
40 Everyone
41 -Give up
42,Dine
43-Pronoun
44 Press for
payment
45 Paid notice
46-Existed
47 Fragments
SO Ceremony
52 Hold on
properly
54 Mtge,
55 Grain
56 Slave
57 Ordtnanc•
DOVvN
1•EqualitY
2-Exist
3 Petty ruler
4 Difficult
'5-Unusual
Roman sod,
-

34-Southwestern
Indian
35-Posed for
portrait

41-Hint
43-Exclamation
44-Eat

49 Stitch
51-Symbol for
tantalum
53 Exists
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that the "time for a
campaign appeal,
t them in New
Virginia last week,
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races.
s may have fallen
senators as potentes for the presidenstill can give the
needed for building
state party
C state organizebeen disintegrating
the states for years.
target to blame for
former President
otuison, who started
career in Texas
uth was still a onewith organizations
individuals rather
ocratic party.
ats saw their list
shrink to 18 last
they lost New
Virginia to the
loss of the New
norship after 16
em with only Texas
10 most populous
a
Democratic
an the president or
Congress, goverearn to live in a
zone. They have to
increases, highd for schools and
which are of
concern to the
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ut their chances
control of the
e 1970 elect/oils,
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nors to be elected
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OVER-ALL WEST KENTUCKY CONFERENCE
OFFENSE
Height Weight Class
Player
Team
Sr.
170
6
Mayfield
E Jerry Sanders
Sr.
205
6'6"
Tilghman
E Stan Hall
Sr.
215
Caldwell Co. ....6'2"
T Larry Baker
Jr.
190
Hopkinsville ....6'2"
T Bill Seay
Sr.
180
510"
G Dan Walker
Mayfield
Sr
165
6'
Russellville
G Marc Sanford
Sr.
190
6'
C Andy Anderson ....Mayfield
Sr.
160
5'11"
QB Dennis Tomek ....Caldwell Co
Sr.
180
5'10"
HE Eddie Radford ....Trigg Co.
Sr.
150
Ft. Campbell ...5'10"
HB Ron Coles
Sr.
196
6'1"
Mayfield
EB Van Pittman
Kicking
Sr.
145
Frank. Simpson 6'
Spec. Max Link
DEFENSE
Sr.
175
Caldwell Co. ...6'1"
E Steve P'Pool
Sr.
205
6'3"
Murray
E Tripp Williams
Sr.
225
Russellville —.6'4"
T Larry Duffy
Sr.
210
5'9"
Mayfield
T Dennis Toor
Sr.
170
G Alfonzo Merritt ...Hopkinsville ...5'11"
Jr.
185
5'9"
Trigg Co.
G Reed Lofton
Sr.
180
Caldwell Co. _6'1"
LB Don Reid
Jr.
178
5'11"
Tilghman
LB Dartanya Hill
Sr.
165
Russellville ....6'1"
DHB Ronnie Kees
Jr.
175
Mayfield
6'1"
DHB David Fowler
Jr.
165
Ft. Campbell...5'10"
DHB Mike Cassity
Coach Of Year — Marshall Patterson — Ft. Campbell
"AA" WEST KENTUCKY CONFERENCE
OFFENSE
170
6'
Mayfield
E Jerry Sanders
205
6'6"
Tilghman
E Stan Hall
215
Caldwell Co. ....6'2"
T Larry Baker
190
Hopkinsville ....6'2"
T Bill Seay
195
6'
Tilghman
G Lin Roof
180
5'10"
Mayfield
G Dan Walker
190
6'
C Andy Anderson ....Mayfield
160
5'11"
QB Dennis Tornek ....Caldwell Co
165
5'8"
HB Robert Mayfield —Mayfield
178
6'
HB Paul Coltharp ...Tilghman
175
5'10"
HE Randy Arnold ....Hopkinsville
196
6'1"
Mayfield
FB Van Pittman
180
Caldwell Co. ...8'1"
FB Don Reid
145
Frank. Simpson 6'
Kicker Max Link
DEFENSE
175
Caldwell Co. ...6'1"
E Steve P'Pool
178
6'
Mayfield
E Brad Wilson
210
5'9"
Mayfield
T Dennis Toon
185
6'
Tilghman
T Joe Vaughn
175
5'10"
G Alfonzo Merritt ...Hopkinsville
175
Frank. Simpson 5'9"
G Frank Moore
175
Frank. Simpson 5'11"
LB Paul Snider .
178
5'11"
Tilghman
LB Dartruiya Hill
175
Bowling Green .6'
DHB Steve Phillip
170
..5'—
-DRS- Don. Nerttinigtbn
6'1"
170
Mayfield
DHB David Fowler
Coach—Jack Morris — Mayfield
"A" WEST KENTUCKY CONFERENCE
OFFENSE
205
6'3"
E Tripp Williams ...Murray
5'9"
165
Trigg Co.
E Steve Skinner
240
6'0"
Trigg Co.
T Roger Ladd
185
Russellvelle
T Billy Costello
185
Russellville
G Marc Sanford
185
5'8"
Trigg Co.
G John Grey
slo"
165
Trigg Co
C James Fowler
165
Ft. Campbell _5'11"
QB Mack Cassity
150
Ft. Campbell ...5'10"
HB Ron Coles
180
5'10"
Trigg Co.
HB Eddie Radford
220
6'1"
FB Tom Threlkeld ...Russellville
DEFENSE
155
Russellville ....5'11"
E Tim Gilliam
190
Trigg Co.
E F. B. Tyler
190
Ft. Campbell ...6'
T Toby Duncan
225
Russellville ....6'4"
T Larry Duffey
180
5'10"
Fulton
G Teddy Adams
190
VI"
Murray
G James Pigg
185
LB Mike Heffington —Crittenden Co. 6'1"
165
5'9"
Trigg Co.
LB Hugh Roberts
181
6'0"
LB Jimmy Brandon ..Murray
175
Russellville ....13'1"
DB Ronnie Kees
160
5'9"
Fulton
DB Kim liornra
170
N Marshall . 6'1"
DB Chuck Cordon
Coach — Marshall Plitterson — Fort Campbell

Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr
Sr.

Asr-

Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.

Sr
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
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Bobby Hull And
Black Hawks Reach
Contract Agreement

Today's Sportrait

CHICAGO (UPI) — Bobby
with him, anyway.
Hull, the boy wonder of the
By DICK DEW
"Why not make a special
National Hockey League, has
UPI Sports Writer
reached an agreement with the
Boston league for Orr and Hull and
BOSTON (UPI) —
Chicago Black Hawks and will Bruin Coach Harry Sinden used Howe and the other super
be under contract today, United to helplessly shrug his shoul- stars?" a visiting broadcaster
at
Boston
recently
Pr ess International learned,
ders when anybody asked him asked
Informed sources said repre- about Bobby Orr, But Sinden Garden.
sentatives of Hull and the Black recently has developed a whole
Hawks reached an agreement string of special answers to "Why pick on all those old
Monday after a daylong questions about his stellar gaffers?" was the instant
late
By United Press International
reply.
conference which Hull attended. defenseman.
Hull, who led the NHL in
Why, indeed?
The National Basketball AssoCINCINNATI (UPI) — The
Where he used to say, "Orr is
a
with
season
last
scoring
Cincinnati Royals have proOrr" to questions about Bobby,
ciation went on the road
Monday night and fans in record 58 goals, was expected Sinden now asks, "Have you
posed the worth of the player
as
soon
as
rights of Coach Bob Cousy, who
got three hours' when anybody
Auburn, Ala., and Salt Lake to sign the contract
City certainly got their money's It could be written up.
asks him to describe the most
last starred for the Boston
It was likely that Hull would exciting youngster in recent
Worth.
Celtics in 1963, be determined
By WALTER SMITH
his
for
salary
lose
his
of
part
Lou Hudson and Bill Bridges
National Hockey League histoby a panel to include National
failure to report and participate
Basketball Association CommisNASHVILLE, Tenn. (UPI) — Shared the hero's role for the In the Hawks' first 12 games. ry.
Atlanta Hawks who edged the
It would take about half that
sioner Walter Kennedy.
Sophomore Watson Brown of
NEW YORK (UPI)— The
Hull, who reportedly signed a time just to list the accomplishRoyals' General Manager Joe
Chicago Bulls, 133-132, at
Vanderbilt says it seems to him
last
contract
year
a
United
$100,000
Press International topOrr
was
21-year-old
he
the
ments of
Axelson said Monday
Auburn, while Don Kojis
that every time he goes out to
willing to let Boston name the play in a Southeastern Confer- provided the thrills at Salt Lake season to extend for four years, during his three seasons as a rated major college football
teams with first place votes
other four members of the ence football game, he faces a City when his field goal with refused to report earlier this professional hockey player.
the
that
grounds
the
on
year
and won-lost-tied records in
Trophies
Wins
owners
only
team
NBA
two seconds left to play
panel from
better quarterback than he did
out
Orr was rookie of the year in parentheses (Eighth week.)
gave San Diego a 100-99 victory Black Hawks did not carry
for general managers. They the previous week.
all phases of their agreement. his first season and was named
over San Francisco.
would meet at the end of the
"I think the quarterbacks
It was uncertain whether he Winner of the Norris Trophy as
Points
Team
season to decide what the down here in the SEC are the
Hudson tied a club record and
would
be on the ice for the the NHL's top single defense- 1, Ohio St.(31)(7-0)
346
an
set
Royals owed the Celtics for
NBA
high
game
this
one
inthat
best there are, and
Hawks' next game, Saturday, man in his next two seasons. 2. Texas (4(7-0)
303
Cousy's playing rights.
cludes the Big Ten," said season when he pumped in 57 since Coach Billy Reny and
269
Hockey buffs figured that was 3, Tennessee (7-0)
In return, the Royals would Brown who failed to note that points, but it took a layup by
General Manager Tommy Ivan it, Orr couldn't go any higher in
182
use Cousy this season, even if after the way he played this Bridges with just two seconds
4. Penn State (7-0)
might not believe he was in the trophy parade, But Bobby
180
Celtics General Manager Red past Saturday, the other SEC remaining to give the Hawks
5. Arkansas (7-0)
compete.
to
condition
physical
not
may top them.
he
insisted
163
Auerbadi
6. Sou. Cal (7-0-1)
quarterbacks are going to start their seventh straight victory "The
will
Black
Hawks
161
defenseman has ever won 7. UCLA (7-0-1)
and
No
appear in Boston.
Western
open
up
their
him.
about
same
the
saying
determine Hull's fitness to play hockey's Art Ross Trophy as
128
Saxelson said he made the
Division
games
(7-1)
three
to
Missouri
lead
8.
from
The 6-foot-1, 182-pounder
if and when he signs," Ivan the league's leading scorer. In
75
offer because Auerbach wanted Cookeville, Tenn., had himself over runnerup San Francisco.
9. Purdue (7-1)
said. Ivan denied that Hull had fact, no defenseman has ever
situation.
the
44
resolve
to
10, Louisiana St.(7-1)
quite an afternoon in Vander- Hudson hit on 25 of 34 field goal already signed the contract, but
even come close. So Bobby led 11, Notre Dame (6-1-1)
"I personally feel this offer is bilt's 42-6 rout of Kentucky. He attempts and seven of eight
39
the NHL in scoring for the first 12, Stanford (5-2-1)
eminently fair and I am hoping completed 14 of 18 passes for free throws to tie the club said "anything is possible."
13
three Weeks of the season and 13. (Tie) Auburn (6-2)
for and counting on your 132 yards, three of them for record set by Bob Pettit in 1961
5
is still keeping an excellent
earliest acceptance," Axelson touchdowns; ran with the ball when the team operated out of
5
(Tie) Houston (5-2)
record-shattering pace despite I 15, Michigan (6-2)
St. Louis,
Informed Auerbach.
4
15 times for another 63 yar
recent Bruin slumo
Auerbach was away from
1
16. Utah (7-1)
and scored on a 62-yard punt Bob Love tallied 32 points to
Going into a Monday night:
pace the Bulls while Chet
Boston Monday and not availa- return.
game against the Oakland
ble for comment.
For that performance, Brown Walker added 26 and Walt
Seals, Orr had two goals and 17
Kennedy was reportedly op- today was named as Southeast- Wesley had 24.
assists for 19 points.
posed to permitting Cousy play. ern offensive player of the week
Kojis' jump shot $.•P I the
Question Raised
If the Royals do gain the by United Press International. corner just before 11 final
One of the questions raised
rights, .Cousy would be the Vanderbilt coach Bill Pace buzzer enabled the Rockets to
Still
most often about Orr is how
oldest player in professional
started the season with letter- post only their second win of
the Bruins keep him and
come
basketball.- He was put on the
and
games
11
the
in
season
Miller.
man quarterback Johnny
fantastic -scoriae potential
Celtics' voluntary retired list in
a
hectic fourth '
climaxed
shoulder
his
injured
Miller
But
_
_
back on the blue line of defense
1963 _after 13 seasons la pro .
(ViartetId wfifelf -ffe —lead
•
NEW YORK (UPI)-- Ohio
than up front in natural
rather
,
hands
times.
basketball.
nine
changed
par.
below
State and Texas, crushing
and has been
scoring position.
Celtics still retain
The
"We had to throw Watson out Elvin Hayes, whose recent feud opponents
with
unbelievable
The Bruin answer is simple
Cousy's rights as a pro eager.
there early in the season," Pace with Kojis is felt to be mainly ease, continue to run 1-2 among
enough: They figure he can be
for San Diego's
responsible
running
fine
has
"Watson
the nation's major colleges.
said.
ice
more as a
on the
poor showing thus tar, led the
Ohio State, which crushed
ability, especially running the
while
defenseman than as a member
points
23
with
Rockets
option. His biggest improvement
Wisconsin, 62-7, Saturday for its
of a frequently changed front
Kojis hit for 20.
seventh victory without a loss
has been his passing."
Besides, they haven't got
line.
the
paced
Nate
Thurmond
has
worked
he
and 21st in a row, received 31
Brown said
with 30 points and first place votes and 346 points anybody who could keep up
harder on passing than on Warriors
Jeff Mullins added 25.
from the 35-member United
any other phase of the game.
spent
lot
a
of
has
Pace
Press International Board of
"Coach
Coaches.
time with me, getting me to
Made Nowhere but
Texas, also 7-0, walloped
hold my arm up high."
Brown said Vanderbilt, now
Baylor, 56-14, Saturday despite
the weakened condition of more
3-5, played its best game of the
than 25 players stricken with
season against Kentucky. He
By United Press international said the players were disapflu.
Tennessee and Penn State
pointed at a poor 1-5 start, "but
Keeps six to eight weeks on
The Kentucky Colonels and I think everybody is ready to
held on to third and fourth
the shelf! Stores better undIndiana Pacers, currently the go now. We are looking forward
while Arkansas moved up to
er refrigeration.
two best teams in the American to our game with Tennessee."
fifth. Southern California
Discover
Basketball Association, put on
America'
slipped to sixth, followed by
The Commodores would like
quite a show Monday night.
,
Largest
UCLA, Missouri, Purdue and
nothing better than to play the
Selling
The Colonels found them- role of spoiler against the Vols NASHVILLE (UPI) — It isn't Louisiana State.
Char
selves with a 24-point lead early at Knoxville Nov. 29 in the every day that a football playFive coaches from each of
er breaks one national record, the seven geographical areas of
In the third quarter before the season finale.
three career Ohio Valley Con- the nation comprise the UPI
Pacers regained their shooting
touch and closed to within one games, Jim Ligon, Lou Dam- ference marks and two single. ratings board. Each week they
point midway through the final pier and Darrel Carrier came game OVC records.
select the top 10 college teams
Peay end Harold in the nation with points
period. Just as it seemed to
Kentucky's rescue and Austin
extend
to
"Red" Roberts, a Brunswick, awarded on a 10-9-8-7-6-5-43-2-1
Indiana might be able
provided the Colonels with a
Ga., junior, had that kind of a basis on votes from first
Its winning streak to nine hard fought 110-100 victory.
has ap- through 10th,
The loss was only the Pacers' lay Saturday and he
OVC
named
been
propriately
second in 11 games while the
week.
the
of
player
offensive
Colonels upped their record to
caught 20 passes for
9-3 and moved within a half Roberts
and four touchdowns
yards
252
game of Indiana in the Eastern
Govs' 53-41 loss to Murthe
in
Division.
receptions
Ligon led Kentucky with 27 ray Saturday. The 20
as well as
national
new
a
is
points
while
Dampier and
touchdown
Carrier each had 18. Mel OVC mark, The four
mark alDaniels was high for Indiana catches ties an OVC
The a/1 Selling Import Truck.
with 29, followed by Roger ready held by Roberts, and his
touchdown
28
career
of
totals
Versatile, rugged. Hot, new 96 HP
Brown with 25.
In the only other ABA game, passes, 2,378 yards and 173 reoverhead
cam mill, 40% more hustle
Red Robbins poured in 29 points ceptions are OVC records.
&
Up
haul.
to 25 miles per gallon economy.
East
Tennessee defensive
and pulled down 21 rebounds
named
was
Casey
Bill
back
6
foot
all-steel bed. All-vinyl
before fouling out to lead New
Orleans to a 123-116 victory OVC defensive player of the
upholstered
cab. Torsion bar front
week for his role in the Bucs'
ver Miami.
and
heavy
duty
rear suspension.
Robbins scored 13 of his 27-7 win over Morehead. Casey
and
&
Hardnosed
passes
was
three
Cute.
picked
off
$1 4 hits
in the final period as
Housewives: You can now
ew Orleans posted its sixth credited with six tackles and
straight triumph and moved seven assists.
get Half & Half weeks ahead
Matt
quarterback
th 12 percentage points of Murray
with no danger of spoilage.
estern , Division leader Los Haug maintained his lead in tongeles. Don Sidle led the tal offense and passing with
Bill
quarterback
Morehead
loridians with 30 points.
After once opened, its life
Marston second in both categories. Haug has 1,740 yards
is the same as regular Half
and has completed 128 of 248
Fight Results
and Hall.
ty United Press International passes for 1,818 yards.
Tennessee Tech tailback LarSAN
FRANCISCO (UFO— ry Schreiber continues as the
Nate Collins, 161, San Francis- leading rusher with 1,303 yards
Drive a Datsun...
co, stopped Lonnie Harris, 154, in 233 carries for a 5,6 yard
then decide at:
Los Angeles (8).
average.
• +Local Freight Tax & License
Da:
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Panel May Decide
Player Worth Of
Royals' Bob Cousey

NBA Goes On The
YAM'S BROWN Road
Monday
GETS OFFENSIVE
HONORS IN SEC

Major College
Football Results

Ohio State
And Texas
1-t
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111-JERSEY

Colonels Put
On Quite A

Half & Half

Show Monday

KIN
ED RD,

ROBERTS NAMED
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OF WEEK, OVC
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hustle power.
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by Charles M. Schulz

Peanuts®

NICKLAUS FINISHES SECOND AFTER RECORD BREAKING START—Jack Nicklaus picks up
the putt which put him into first place on opening day of competition at the Hawilan International
par, beefinished
Open,Nov.6. Nicklaus took the lead with a record shattentng 63, ntneutuier
tournament
the
captured
274
whose
Crampton,
Bruce
strokes behind
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Murray State Horn%
Economics Club
Has Regular Meet
The November meeting o f
the Home Economics Club of
Murray State University in e t
Thursday evening at seven-thirty o'clock in the multipurpose
room of the home economics de
partment
Mary Casper Edwards, president, called the meeting to or
der. The secretary, Margaret
MeDaniel, read the minutes and
nailed the roll. The treasurer,
Cathy Harris, gave a financial
report.
Peggy Cooper, chairman of
the Mum Sale, gave a progress
report on the sale and expressed her appreciation for those
members who participated. Fonda Adams, chairman of t h e
planning committee for the
'
-xmquet, gave a list of the restaurants and possible places
for the bonquet.
Donna Honchul, state KHEA
reporter, gave a review of the
KHEA Workshop which was
ld at Eastern University in
ober. The Club voted that
rs. Paula Thorpe would be
tile representative for the Mrs.
gurray State Contest with Miss
Fonda Adams and Miss Cathy
fiarris as the representatives
ter the Mies Murray State contest.
• The president congratulated
Susan Morris for making Who's
Who in American Universities.
: Following the business the
club voted to have a collection
0/ gifts for the Crutwood State
ffospital as a service project.
i Jan Cooper, song leader, led
tlie group in a song.
i Donna Honchul introduced
e guest speaker, Mrs. Eugene
nn) Flood, dietician associatrid with the Murray-Calloway
0ounty Hospital, who explaineil the field of dietics.
: A social hour was held with
refreshments of punch and
cookies being served to t he
. shembers and faculty present

let

(l

r

•••

tin
DaAGb
Let son do
his own work
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My husband insisted that Rick, our
12-year-old son, get a paper route to teach him responsibility
and the value of money. Rick is the youngest of four children
and the only boy, and a little spoiled. Also, he's not the most
ambitious kid in the world I think you get the idea.
Well, Rick has a morning and Sunday route and he has to
get up at 4:45 to get those papers delivered. It's pitch dark at
that hour and we're afraid to let him take his bike, so I get
up and drive him around his route while he delivers the
papers.
Now that school has started again Rick stays up late
studying and I haven't the heart to wake him up at 4:45, so I
let him sleep and I deliver the papers.
Abby, I am 49 years old and am going thru my
"change," and I don't need a paper route. I've asked my
husband to let Rick quit his route, but he says, "No, it will
make a man out of him." Meanwhile, it's making a wreck
out of me. What do you suggest?
MENOPAUSE PAPER "BOY"
DEAR "BOY": If yoU do Rick's route for him, he'll think
when the going gets rough, he can always quit. Wake him up.
II he requires more sleep, he'll manage to get to bed earlier.
But don't YOU take over his job. In some instances parents
MUST drive their carriers, but what's the matter with Papa?
DEAR ABBY: Even tho my problem may seem trivial to
you, it is a big problem to me.
I am 20 years old and peaple !usually on the first
meeting] will say to me,"My, but you're beautiful!"
, This is very embarrassing and distresses me no end.
If I say, "Thank you," it sounds as tbo I am agreeing
with tile person,,and that seems so conceited.
If I disagree anirsay, "Oh, I am NOT," &A sounds so
foolish. If I don't say anything, I feel ungracious.
Please don: toss this in the.v.stebsiiket, Abby-, I really
need an answer
"BEAUTIFUL"

DEAR BEAUTIFUL: Everybody should have your
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Odom of
"problem."
When you are told that you are "beautiful,"
Route Two, Dover, Term., are
simply say, "Beauty Iles in the eye of the beholder." Then
the parents of a baby girl, Greta
you will be thought not only beautiful, but gracious, modest,
Leann, weighing seven pounds
and intelligent as well.
Pi ounces, born on Thursday,
November 6, at 6:04 p.m. at the
ifurLay-Calloway County HospiDEAR ABBY Is there something wrong with me or am
tal."
I just shy? I am a 15-year-old_girl and I haven't dated much,
, They have two other children,
but I have been dating a terrific guy for about four'rhonths.
tone, age six, and Beverly,
Whenever he picks naaag• for a date, my mind says, "Sit
age five. The father is employcloser to him," but my body won't move. And if I have a
ed by the Cumberland Electric
question to ask him, my mind says, "Ask him," but my
Membership Corp., Dover.
Grandparents are Mr. and
mouth won't open.
Mrs. C. E. Walker of Paris,
In other words, my mind says, "Go," but my body says
Tenn., and Mrs. Geneva Odom
"Stop." I could give you lots of other examples, but I think
61 Dover, Tenn. '
you get the idea. What is the matter with me?
, Great grandparents are Mr.
"GO AND STOP"
and Mrs. Monroe Link of Dover, Tenn., Mrs. Zeffie Byers ol
DEAR GO: You have impulses but lack the courage to
Murray, and Mrs. Mamie Rog.
set them in motion. In other words you are slightly
era of Buchanan, Tenn.
"Inhibited." And at age 15, it's probably all for the best.
•••
. Jennifer Renee is the name
DEAR ABBY: I recently celebrated another birthday
Chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Gene
York of Benton Route Eight for
and I just hated it! You see, I was born on October 31st,
their baby girl, weighing seven
which is absolutely the worst day in the year to be born.
Pounds ten ounces, born on FriEveryone links Halloween with witches, goblins, and all sorts
day, November 7, at 1:05 a.m.
of evil and ugly things. (And as if that's not bad enough, my
at the Murray-Calloway County
Patron Saint has to be WOLFGANG!)
Hospital.
Do you suppose it would be all right if I celebrated my
. The new father is employed
birthday on October 30th or November first? I am sick of
it the Steele-Met. Inc., at CalSPOOK
being a Halloween baby. Sign me .
pert City.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin York cf
whenever
you
wish.
And may
Celebrate
DEAR SPOOK:
Murray Route Four and Mr.
this be the biggest problem you ever have for the nest ninety
itnd Mrs. Wilson Franklin of
years!
Benton Route Seven are the
grandparents.
What's your problem! You'll feel better if you get it off
Great grandparents are Mr.
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box 6970, Los Angeles, Cal.
And Mrs. E. C. Franklin and
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Banks of
55555. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
Benton Route Seven, Mr. and
envelope.
Mrs. Dan Nelson of Benton
Route Eight, and Mr. and Mrs
For Abby's new booklet. "What Teen-Agers Want to
Tom York of Benton Route
send si te Abby. Box 51760, Los Angeles, Cal. Me.
Lwow."
Pour.
Se.
: Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie McKim
tity of Murray Route Five announce the birth of a baby boy.
Jimmie Dee, weighing seven
pounds 314 ounces, born on Friday, November 7, at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The new father is employed
The Woman's Missionary Socby the Murray Division of the
iety of the Kirksey Baptist
Tappan Company.
Mr. and Mrs. Orval Boyd and Church held its regular meetMr. and Mrs. J. D. McKinney of ing at the church on Thursday,
For a bonus after school
November 6, at seven o'clock in
MI,urray are the grandparents.
treat, fix a fruit float. A scoop
-Great grandparents are Mrs. the evening.
Mrs. Jackie Treas was in of ice cream or sherbet added to
N: D. Boyd, Mr. and Mrs. Owen
charge
of the program on the fruit juice make a quick and
McKinney, Henry Lovins, and
theme,
Migrations". nutritious pick-up.
"Significant
Mrs. Lola Eldridge, all of Mur• • *
Those on the program were
ray.
Mrs. Gerald Boyd, Mrs. Urban
•••
Belcher, Mn. R. W. Blakely,
A baby girl, Alicia Ann,
Mrs. Jim Washer, and Mrs. Steweighing seven pounds five
vie Treas.
cortices, was born to Mr. and
Mts. William W. Farrell, Box
"Who Lives in the Land of
2111 University Station, Murray, Lakes and Prairies?" was well
The Alumni of Alpha Gamon Friday, November 7, at 8:40 given by Mrs. David Brasher.
Delta Scrority held their
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway The call to prayer was by Mrs. ma
first meeting of the year re
Isaiah Treas.
County Hospital.
ceritly. Mrs. Marjorie Shroq
Others present not on the
The new father is a student
Huie is president of the area
program were Mrs. Howard
at Murray State University.
group.
Grandparents are Mr. a n d Darnall. Mrs. Mike Sykes, Mrs.
Following the luncheon at
Mrs. Charlie String of Paducah Jack Cain, and Mrs. James PasHoliday Inn, the group made
and Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Farrell chall.
plans for the year including a
Mrs. David Brasher, president,
of lilatawan. N J.
Christmas Bazaar.
•••
presided. Mrs. Jack Cain, secreMembers attended from Pa-.
tary-treasurer, read the minutes
ducah, Mayfield, Hickman, Ca
Marinating chuck and flank and gave the financial report
dlr. and Murray. The next lunEach member expressed their
steeks in well-seasoned liquid
cheon will be November 22.
not only helps trnderite the joy of hearing the missionaries
ak„Jog„„thsee tughts at the.—
.ineat.. but. also litersIlY. soaks-in.
flavor. Depending on the church.
Ga., to a mission center.
The ladies are collecting do
weather, broil or grill either of
Mrs Jim. Washer closefl the
thing to be sent to Atlanta, meeting with prayer.
these steaks inside or out

Mrs. Jackie Treas
Program Leader At
Kirksev WMS Meet

Alpha Gamma
Delta Sorority
Has Meeting

&
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TUESDAY — NOVEMBER 11. 1969

"--", Mrs. L. E. McSwain Gives Program On
Making Flowers At Garden Department

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

Vowtteft'f•

Plans Completed By
Linda Sue Darnell
For Her Wedding

•••

A shower for Mr. and Mrs.
Wesley Russell and four children will be held at the Russell's Ch3pel United Methodist
Church at seven p.m. The family lost their home and contents
by fire on Friday night.
•••
The Welcome Wagon New
corners Club will meet at th
Community Center at 7:30 p ro.
Hostesses will be Mesdames
John White, Carl Harrell, Bill
Egnor, and Rex Galloway.
•• •
The Tau Phi Lambda sorority
will meet at the Woman's Clu
House at 6:30 p.m.
•••

The Westside Homemaker!
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Alvin Usrey et 12:30 p m.
• ••
The Hazel Woman's Club will
meet at the club room at seven
•••
The Dorothy Group of the
First Baptist Church WMS will
meet at the home of Mrs. Robert Fox at 9:30 a.m. Mrs. Eu
gene Tarry will be program
leader.
•••
Friday, November 14
The North Murray Homemak
- Mitt WM ireet-at the home
of Mrs. Ivan Outland, 509 South
13th Street, at 1:30 p.m.
•

PERSONALS

holidays. Hostesses for the
morning are Airs. J. B. Wilson
and Mrs. Dick Sykes.
Refreshments were served by
the following hostesses: Mes
dames Leonard Vaughn, B. J
Hoffman, A. %V, Simmons, Sr
L. W. Paschall, and H. Ed Chrisman.

The

hostess can help you
over the anxiety of getting acquainted in new
surroundings and make
you feel at "Home
Sweet Home," again.
She will bring gifts and
vital information from
your neighborhood business and civic leaders.
Call Linda Ada=

StOel

Phone 753-2378

The Most
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in the world*
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•• •

Mrs. Lewis Beyer, 807 Sunny
Lane, at 7:30 p.m.
•••
The New Concord Homemakers Club will meet at the home
of Mrs. Loman Bailey at one
p.m.
•• •
The Arts and Crafts Club will
have a potluck luncheon at the
home of Mrs. Ronald Churchill,
Cardinal Drive, at 12 noon.
•••
Thursday, November 13
The South Murray Homemakers Club will meet at the horn
of Mrs. Brent Manning, Au
bon Drive, at 10:30 am. Each
one is to bring a sack lunch.

Prin
App
KE)

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Mrs L. E. McSwain presented
a program on how to make linen
and burlap flowers at the meeting of the Garden Department
of the Murray Woman's
Thursday afternoon, November
6, at the club house.
..•••• .4=1". ••••••• .1111
Introduced by Mrs. Gene
Brandon, chairman of the de
partment, the speaker also disArnold Black and Herbert played several previously comWolf of Kimmell, Ind., have pleted arrangements in such
been the guests of Mr. and Mrs. containers as a blue teapot, a
Harold Fones and children, Mi salad bowl and a wicker basket.
Tuesday, November 11
Plans have been completed chael and Kathy Black, and
The devotional was given on
The Maryleona Frost Circl for the marriage of Miss Linde Laura Lee Fones. Mr. Black is "pretense" by Mrs. Humphreys
of the First United Method' Sue Darnell, daughter of Mr the grandfather and Mrs. Wolf Key.
Church WSCS will meet at t and Mrs. Ralph D. Darnell, to is the uncle of Michael and KaDuring the business session
home of Mrs. Dwight Crisp R,oald Paul Wright, son of Mr. thy Black.
Mrs. Brandon reported on the
•• •
1001 Fairlane Drive, at 9:30 am and Mrs. Ralph A. Wright.
Audubon District and Paducah
•• •
The ceremony will take place
Mrs. Elsie Lovett underwent meetings. She stressed the need
on
Thursday,
November
27,
at major surgery at the Vander- for members to save Betty
The Bessie Tucker Circle o
two o'clock in the afternoon at bilt Hospital, Nashville, Tenn., Crocker and General Mills coupthe First United M
the First Baptist Church i is on Friday. She is reported to one to
Church WSCS will meet at t
aid in the purchase of
home of Mrs. Conrad Jones a Murray. Dr. H. C. Chiles will be doing good. Her room num- a kidney machine for the area.
perform
the
ceremony,
assisted
9-30 a.m.
ber is 5237 D.
Minutes of the last meeting
•••
to Bro. Thomas Perkins.
• ••
were read by the secretary,
The Murray Branch of the The bride-elect, who will be
Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Davis Mrs. John J. Livesay; treasurAAUW will meet at the home g.ven in marriage by her fath- spent the weekend visiting fri- er's report was given by Mrs.
of Mrs. Thomas A. Turner, 106 er, has chosen Miss Jan Erwin ends in Louisville.
R. L. Bowden.
• ••
North 12th Street, at 7:30 p.m. Cooper as her maid-of-honor.
Mrs. Lenvel Yates, chairman
•••
Bridesmaids will be Miss Bevof the annual Christmas beneDon't tuck favorite family fit bridge party, announced that
The Grace Wyatt Circle of erly Paschall and Mrs. Dan Kel
the First Presbyterian Church I), sister of the groom-elect.
photos into an album and forget plans had been formalized for
Miss Kimberly Ann Alley, them. Frame small photos of
will meet with Mrs. Alfred
the December 4 meeting at the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Don- similar subjects overlapping club
Lindsey at 9:30 am.
house. Bridge will be play•• •
ald C. Alley will be the flower interesting angles in one frame ed from
1:30 to 3:30 when the
girl.
The Progressive Homemakers
for a montage effect.
final bell will be rung. The
Ralph Wright will serve his,
Club will meet with Mrs. Jomembers of Mrs. Yates' comson as best man. Groomsmen,
seph Rose at seven p.m.
will render a wedding prayer. mittee are: Mesdames Carney
•• •
who will also serve as ushers,
Immediately following the Hendon, J. B Wilson, Freed Co.
Murray Star Chapter No. 43J will be Kan Kelly, brother-in- ceremony, a reception will be thorn, George Hart, and James
Order of the Eastern Star will law of the groom-elect and Tim- given by the bride-elect's par- Byrn.
meet at the Masonic Hall at othy Wright, brother of the ents in the fellowship hall of
Mrs. J. W. Young, chairman
7:30 p.m. An initiation will be groom-elect.
of the Christmas decorating par
the church.
Mrs.
John
Bowker, organist,
held_
All friends and relatives of ty, urged members to attend
•• •
and Mrs. Johnny White, vocaboth families are cordially in- the meeting at 9 a.m., Decem
The Lynn Grove Homemakers list, will present selections of stted to attend the wedding
and ber 1, at the club house to'cleClub will meet with Mrs. Bon- nuptial music. Miss Jan Cooper the reception.
corate the ground floor for the
nie Miller.
•••
Groups of the First Baptist
Church WMS will meet as follows: I with Mrs. Charles Mercer at 9:30 am.; U with Mrs.
R. W. Churchill at 10 am.; III
with Mrs. Clifton Key at 2:30
pm,,; IV with Mrs. Neva Waters at two p.m.
The ROTC Wives coffee will
be held at the home of Mrs.
Gary Pugh at ten a.m. Mrs.
Raymond Wright is cobostess.
•• •
Wednesday, November 12
The North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church will have a church wide
potluck supper at the Community Center at six p.m. Keys
Wells will give the mission stuly book.
•••
The Ruth Wilson Circle of
the First United Methodist
church WSCS will meet with
Mrs. W. P. Russell, 1112 Elm
street, at 7:30 p.m.
• ••
The Wesleyan Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
WSCS will meet at the social
ball at 7:30 pm.
•••
The Hannah Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
WSCS will meet at the home of

FACIE FT

OFFERS THE FOLLOWING SERVICES

JOB PRINTING:
Programs and game schedules
MEN SIGNATURE
Statements, Work orders, contracts
Envelopes, letterheads.
Personalized Stationary, Napkins, Christmas
Cards.
Wedding Invatations, Informa Is
Campaign Cards, Business Cards
Printed Labels, Price Tags, Gift certificates.
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If you need something printed See Us.
OFFICE SUPPLIES:
Paper: We carry a complete inventory of Bond, Mimeo,
2nd sheets, Carbon, Bea verland and Poster.
Pens: Pencils and Refills:
Available in all the leading Brands.
Tcipewriters: Dyno and Scotch, hand and
desk models. 1 /4
to 1/2 tapes in assorted colors
BOOKKEEPING SUPPLIES:
Ring and Post Binders, all sizes, (WJ) (BP), Account
Work Pads, Ledger Sheets. Single and Double Entry
Ledger Books, Cash Books. Journal, Time Books. All
in minature or regular sizes. Complete Bookkeeping
systems, for Farm and Home.
OFFICE FURNITURE:
Desks, Chairs, files, typing stands, rollaway files
and filing supplies. Since ot",s,torage space is small
we have only a limited number of filing cabinets on
hand but we can order furniture from HON, ALL STEEL,
COLE etc.
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OFFICE MACHINES:
We carry a complete line of Victor Champion Adding
machines and the new Victor Tallyrand Home model.
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-Bracken 's

It would be impossible to list our large and diversified
stock in this ad but if you are in need of something for
your office Come In and see ius, if we do not have it in
stock we will be more than happy to order it for you .
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FAGE FIVE

ogram On
eparttnent

GILBERTSV1LLE, Ky., Nov.
16---High School administrators
endorsed the total legislative
program of the Kentucky Education Association following a
debate on the proposed professional negotiation clause at
the fall business meeting of the
Kentucky Association of Secondary Schocl Principals held today at Kentucky Dam Village.
The endorsement came in the
form of a resolution in support
of proposed KEA legislation. The
discussion arose from the unwillingness of several delegates
to take a stand on the professional negotiations bill supported by KEA.
The primary concern was the
principals' role in negotiations
should the bill be passed. Many
expressed the opinion the principal's role should be more
clearly outlined before they gave
support to the bill.

%,

MET
T HOME
MN

n help you
xiety of get'nted in new
gs and make
at "Home
e," again.
ing gifts and
mation from
orhood busiwie leaders.

TIMES

TUESDAY-T: NOVEMBER 11, 1969

— !HURRAY, KENTUCKY
•

Principals I
Approve
KEA Goals

vases for the
is. J. B. Wilson
Sykes.
were served by
hostesses: Ides
I Vaughn, B. J
ic Simmons, Sr.,
and H. Ed Chris-

&

Lane, Murray; Mrs. Gloria Miller, 909 Sycamore, durray; Mrs.
Mary Louise Balentine, Rte. 3,
ADULTS 94
Murray; Mrs. Maggie Culpepper,
NURSERY 9
Rte, 6, Murray; Miss Henrietta
NOVEMBER 9, 1969
Robinson, 1004 Estes Rd., Nashville, Tenn., James Duncan, Rte.
ADMISSIONS
1, Almo; Mrs. Shelia Farmer
and Baby Boy, 309 So. 13th St.,
Robert McCoart, Rte. 4, Mur- Murray; Mrs. Rebecca Fox and
Hart
162,
ray; Pat Walker, Box
Baby Girl, Rte. 1, Hazel; Mrs.
Hall MSU, Murray; Mrs. Betty
Dorothy Camp and Baby Girl,
Wells, Rte. 5, Murray; Mrs. Rte. 1, Murray; Mrs. Ruby ArJulia Cunningham, Rte 2, Murnett, Rte. 7, Murray; con Fos.
ray; Edward Thomas, Rte. 3,
ter, 402 No. 2nd St., Murray;
Murray; Miss Deborah Gallo- Mrs. Opal Parker, Rte. 5, MurHarold
Murray;
2,
way, Rte.
ray; Mrs. Orpha Jones, Rte. 2,
Scarborough, W. Olive Box 174, Murray; Joe Burkeen, Rte. 1,
Murray; Mrs. Kathy Hagan, 616 Dexter; Arthur Hjort (Expired),
College Crts., Murray; Mrs. Vir- Rte. 2, Box 160-A Hazel.
ginia Blackburn, 100 Hickory Dr.,
Murray; Mrs. Rachal Hendon,
—
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
Rte. 4, Murray; Mrs. Lois Watlong
in
its
Fur
the
first
time
erfleld, 602 Main St., Murray.
history the Rose Bowl football
DISMISSALS
game will be telecast to England

Quotes From The News

Hospital Report

Robert Spann, 507

Meadow Ian. 1.

By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

N44yjs
WASHINGTON - Sen. John 0. Pastre, D-R.I., endorsing the
space budget:
Senate's refusal to trim $100 million from the
America."
of
glory
the
for
million
$100
this
"We can afford
NEW YORK - Maintenance man William Lynch, describing
skyscraper:
a bomb blast which shook the 70-story RCA
death."
"It was one hell of a big noise and it scared me to

•41.•

41.

WASHINGTON - Former Sen. Thruston B. Morton ,
calling for reform of the U. S. mail service:
it like we
"With the exception of the zip code, we're doing
days."
coach
stage
the
did in

I

.48. •

4.4

CLOSED BORDER DESERTED The us,:.iy crowded frontier between Lebanon and Syria at
Masna. Lebanon, is deserted after the Syrian government closed the border following a
(Radiophoto)
Lebanese army crackdown on Arab ;.:iierrillas.

CAPE KENNEDY - Astronaut Charles Conrad, suggesting that
the Apollo
the problem of getting to the moon was secondary in
12 flight:
with
"From the time we started on Apollo 12, my philosophy
the name of
the crew and everyone else we dealt with was that
that's what we
the game in Apollo 12 is lunar exploration, and
to."
time
our
have devoted the majority of

Today's
Stock Market

Adams
•763-2378

11 1

NEW YORK (U—Stocks
opened steady in moderate
turnover.
Although profit taking could
spill over from late Monday,
market appears to be
the
"waiting for direction." And
many analysts believe that
stocks are likely to hold in a
trading range until there are
some stimulating news factors.
Oils followed an irregular
pattern, while steels showed a
stm.tr tone. Motors and rails
snowed slight weakness.
In the oil group, Cities
Serve eased 1/2 to 4814 , while
Pemir lost 1/8 to'40. Standard
ifornia, however, picked
of
up 5* to 58 78, and Occidental
to 2478. Getty gained 5 8 to
Phillips was un56% • and
changed at 2678.
Among the electronics, Motorola lost 14 to 144, and
Westinghouse 1/2 to 63. Texas
Instruments fell 13,4 to 124.
U,4„ Steel was unchanged at
86 38, With Beth/ehern Ind-lones
Laughlin steady at 278 and 211 8,
respectively.
In the automotive group,
Chrysler sagged Ili to 401,4.
Ford lost 1/4 to 4411, and
General Motors 14 to 741,4
Union Carbide picked up 14 to
411,4 in the chemicals, but Du
Pont eased 3/8 to 1213,4.
Southern Pacific gave up 3,6
to 3778 among the rails.

MENS SWEATERS
FULL FASHIONED
100 Percent ACRYLIC
Sizes, S, M, L , XL
In Lge.
Assortment of

•

•.- "1

100 percent LAMBS
WOOL OR
Combination Wool & Mohair
Sizes 5, M, L, XL

Of New rlampoo
With Lemon

Tic
BOWS
Ribbon
10 rolls Xmas84
feet
12 to Card

955 sq.
JUMBO
Gift Wrap

MEN'S 100 percent WOOL

SPORT COATS

Federal State Market News
Service, Nov. 11. 1969 Kentu.ilt
Purchase Area Hog Market Re
port Includes 10 Buying Stations.
Receipts 808 Head, Barrows and
Gilts up 50 cen.s; Sows, Mostly
Steady.
US 2-3 200-240 lbs 225 50-26 00,
US 2-4 190-240 lbs $25 00-25 50.
US 2-4 240-260 lbs 224 50-25 00;
US 3-4 260-280 lbs 224.00-24.50,
SOWS:
US 1-2 270-350 lbs 221.50-22.25;
US 1-3 300.550 lbs $20.95 91 50:
Ls 2-3 450-650 lbs $20.00-20.75.

15 LITE OUTDOOR

BLINKING LITE SETS

THIS PRICE GOOD THRU NOV. 16th

hers Hibbard, Sam Knight, Beck
Wilson, Don Robinson, Miss Sue
Brown, and Miss Betty Hinton
All Ladies of the club are uirged to attend.

Robertson to guest
(UPI)
IR)1.I.YWOOD
Cliff Robertson, who won the
Oscar this year for "Charly,"
will guest star in an episode of
series
television
new
the
-Bracken 's World."

ew comer to co-star
(UPI)* IIISI,L1WOOD
of "True
Darby
him
\.•%...onier
of
(;rit" and linter Davison
'I a,it Snowier- will ciii-star for
NICII in -Th. tris'Inrrs Statc•

VALUABLE

COUPON

POLAROID FILM
3000 SPEED TYPE 107
With
BIG K ONLY
Reg. 2.22 $i 07 Coupon
1.01
Limit I Per Coupon
Good Thru Nov. Wth. r--*Arv.5

a

VALUABLE ot.4r
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
FLUID TYPE A
With
c Ots. Ci
I
Coupon
j For
Limit 5
16th.
Good Thru Nov.

t VALUABLE

COUPON
FAMILY SIZE

PUREX SUPER BLEACH
King Size 1 Gal. & Iat.
ONLY

r.)

41

L

SECRET
SPRAY
OZ.

With Coupon
Limit 1

7
BIG K

AG,00d Thru Nov.

COUPON

14DISHWASHING
IVE
MOL
P AL
LIQUID 22 Fl. Oz. Size
BIG K
57c ONLY
Reg.
)e)

Coupo
totv With
Limit 2

Automatic Flash

REG. 1.22

POLAROID '320
Deluxe ronge finder and automatic exposure control

od Thru Nov. 16th.

LAYAWAY AT BIG K
THERE IS NO CHARGE FOR

mem.series retie% ed
1101 I 1 Wool)
let .'sib

the
nett tele-

(I PI)

4111..

i.litti s.rii
"'M.% Oti

LOTION
CRYSTAL CLEAR

(Continued From P.9. Onel

.WIY

13 Oz, Size

SWEATERS

Calloway Women

• .•

Colors

MEN'S SLEEVELESS

Purchase Area
Hog Market
.--•

WHITE RAIN

Or

ti 114

the 6.11.uwe (4 the

ACRES OF FREE PAINING
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MURRAY. HENTU C K Y

derson has belle wanting to write WO grand-father's Ittrary inP
fluenced him to become a news
for a long time.
Mr. Henderson. who 15 a Pul- editor and writer of"Algonquin"
itzer prize reporter, grew up on (novel), "The Last One"(novel),
a Minnesota prairie believing, "Hunting" (essays), and more
as he still does, "that poss- than one hundred short stories
ession of bird dogs ranked about published in Saturday Evening
as the possession of color tele- Post, Collier's Argosy, Boys'
vision sets or sports cars do Life, Playboy, and others.
MounHenderson, Dion -On the
This short Dove' attempts to
tain. New York, David McKay now".
Company, 1969. 112p.
The story of "On the Mouotain" is a story that Dion Hen-

BOOK
REVIEW

WITH HELEN STACY

tie together the knot of life ano
death, the themes of age and
youth, human being and nature.
It deals with the realities of
growing up and growing old in
the wild country where nature
makes no judgements and a man
must face his own conscience
and his own fears.

TUESDAY — NOVEMBER 11 1969
In this book are of the samAs an out-door specialist, he
ples of human being. Thy have
has presented his most outstae lived, they have seen and overacting talent in a struggle betwe- come adversity, they are our
en the wildlife and humans. A brother and grandfather who live
young boy, PEter, has the power on the mountain. They are backto endow dignity, he conquers bone of an American way of life.
the fear of our present adver- Human life Is not always enjoysity, trouble and distress. The able. Sometimes it will cheat
boy, an old man, and a wolf you.
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REDC:COVER A LOG HOUSE AND YOU WILL FIND A STORY

Crises May
Be Healthy,
Educators

Tare isn't a log house standing that doesn't have a story to
tell. The woin hearthstone, a rusty door latch.
sometimes a
blood stain or a step or a bullet hole in a wall. They almost
speak aloud
At Ezel in Morgan Count', a few hundred yards off U. S. 460
trupmets have sounded for the Ninny that once lived in a log
mansion at a place called Jericho, but the walls of the great
house seem almost as strong as the day the house was built
more than a century ago. What a showplace this house would
makei Set on a knoll with white pines and hemlock standing
The following article was prea hundred feet high on the spacious front lawn, the house once
by the Murray and Cal
pared
sheltered the Dock Cockrell family.
Education AssocCounty
loway
Dock Cockrell came to Morgan County from Breathitt where
in no way reflects
the family was a noted one. Nine of ten brothers had come from iations and
of the Ledger and
Virginia in 1800, and four of them — John, William, Simon and the opinions
Times.
Jerry — had settled in what in 1839 would become Breathitt
County.
Students, teachers, and citiJoseph, Alexander, Morgan and James moved to Missouri where
zen_s are sitting in, ',milting out,
Joseph's son, F. M. Cockrell, was United States Senator for 30
and demanding more from our
years. Daniel Cockrell was killed in the war of 1812.
nation's schools, but the crises
Land for Jackson (Breathitt County seat) was purchased from they create may be healthy.
Simon Cockrell who married Miss Polly Smith and had eleven
Today our students want edchildren, among them Benjamin Franklin, called Dock who pre- ucation that is relevant to their
pared for the medical profession but did not practice, according present lives and future Plan&
to the late Judge Edward Clay O'Real of Ashley House Farm, Teachers want an educational
Woodford County who was a friend of the family. Dock preferred system that allosvs them to make
the life of a country gentleman in Morgan County.
the best use of their abilities
"His wife was a sister of W. Alex. Maxey, one-time county and training. They are ceiling
clerk of Morgan County, and she a worthy helpmate of her sch- for a greater voice in instrucolarly home-loving husband," remembered Judge O'Rear. "If tional decisions and compensatheir home was beautiful, their home-life was even more so. tions commensurate with their
The family spirit was one of deepest affection— one might say, qualifications.
Citizens, particularly parents,
adoring affection. In the eyes of each, every other one of them
want their schools to provide
was perfect, lovable and beloved."
The CockrelLs' son Clifton was "the darling , a handsome, students with education that
spirited risishloe and petted young blood" who married Catherine, will allow them to function with
eldest daughter of Col. John Tom Hazelrigg of West Liberty. comfort in our society.
Businessmen want a supply
"Clifton betook at times to liquor," recalled O'R ear, "and
in one of those evil hours he shot and killed a young man of the of workers who will require a
trainname of Brown. When sobered and confronted with the certainty minimum of specialized
jobs.
their
for
ing
of prosecution, he decided to evade, and finally defy the law.
These demands are not easHe hid out, frequently accompanied by his young wife, and always
ily met, observes Phil Shelton,
nurtured by his father."
EducaA favorite hiding place for Clifton was a small room built President of the Murray
Association, but they. are
tion
atop the great log house, but when afraid of being discovered
not incompatible. They reflect
he fled to the Blackwater
common goal: that Amerione
According to O'Rear, who later together with Col. Hazelrigg
ca's schools be resimnsive to
(both respected men of the Morgan County bar and who lived
those they affect.
in West Liberty) defended the fathersa posse hunting for ClifSince everyone today is afton surpristd him at the Blacicvrater crossing. Among the men fected by the quality of educawas a son of Hiram Greear of Grassy Creek.
tion, it is appropriate that the
"Cockrell, armed of course, drew to fight."
theme of American Education
Up at the great house on the knoll, Clifton's sisters, Jeanne, Week this year is "Better Eduwho had brown hair and blue eyes and Lula, dark with black cation: Your Job".
hair, looked at each other when they heard the shot ring out.
Shelton emphasized that acOne of them shook her head sadly and said, "Poor Mr. Greear. tion designed to upgrade the
Clifton's shot him."
quality of education in Amer"But the shot they heard was from Greear's gun and their ica must be preceeded by inbrother tell dead in the creek," O'Rear recalled.
formation. Both educator and
"The effect upon the father and others of the family was crush- layman of a community m us t
ing. They mourned him even as David did his wayward son Absolom find out who is dropping out
In his self imposed doom. Nor would they be comforted - ever." from their schools, who is stayYears later Greear while plowing his cornfield was shot from ing, and why. They must ask
ambush and wounded and suspicion was leveled against Dock themselves why teaches morale
is low or high, how much of
Cockrell who was indicted and tried.
"He was defended by Col. Hazelrigg and me. He was found their teachers' time is taken up
not guilty. Indeed, there was no evidence to have supported with clerical tasks, and whether
teachers, assignments are apa verdict of guilty."
Greear later moved to Montgomery County where be was propriate to their qualifications.
Shelton stressed the need for
elected jailer and was a good and popular official.
Soon after the death of her brother Clifton, Jeanne Cockrell, all citizens to find out how
a beautiful girl and noted horsewoman who flew through the much financial support their
countryside on her horse ceased to ride and confined herself schools are receiving and where
to the home. The other sister Lula too ceased to go about and it is coming from, what amount
of money per pupil is spent and
died of tuberculosis.
"The family lived on some years. All now dead — no living how it is spent.
"They should look at how
issue. Hearts do break," said Judge O'Rear.
well their schools are housed
John Smith Nickell, deputy sheriff of Morgan County, acquired
and equipped and whether the
and moved into the Cockrell house, Some time later it was purcurriculum gives students the
chased by Boyd Anderson who lives across the road. Anderson preparation they
need and the
sent to West Virginia for a particuLar fescue seed to provide relevancy they have a right
to
grass beneath the trees.
expect," Shelton said.
The Cockrell house revisited finds a lush, soft-carpeted lawn
According to Shelton, no
for the house, handsome still and sturdy, but empty for many American is immune from the
years. Within the past decade the porch with its balcony has implications of these questions.
fallen in front of the door as if to lock in the grief of a family, Sponsored annually by the
and overhead wind playing through the pines sings a mournful National Education Association,
The American Legion, the National Congress of Parents and
Teachers, and the U. S. Office
mont Craftsmen's Fair. There of Education, American EducaCraftemea'a fair
will be demonstrations of the tion Week serves to increase
WINSTON-SALEM, 'N. C. crafts, and on sale will be the public understanding and sup'(UPI) — The old home craft products of enameling, weaving, port of the schools and to enarts are not dead, and there candle-making, pottery, wood- courage parents to visit their
will be ample proof of that carving, hagketry and rug hook- children's schools at least once
a year.
Nov. 7-8 here during the Pied- ing.
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HAIR SPRAY
BONANZA!!

$500
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IN PRIZES!
FILL OUT COUPON, MAIL OR BRING TO
SAV-RITE BEFORE NOV. 16, 1%9!!
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No purchase net.essary! Winners names will be
posted in stores November 17, 1969. You DO NOT
have to be present to win!
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NEW!New Gillette Platinum-Pius
Blades'
_
m 'chrome atoll
Each edge of Gillette's all new Platinum-Plus
blade has been subJected to unique-Gifiette Peiymeer matins TWOOOSNIP
give more consistent chases than you have ever known before. The
edge combines the quality and corrosion resistance of platinum with
. the bardndlits of chromium. This product at Gillette research giyes gni/
a shave Uffsurpassed in smoothness. The Gillette Platinum-Plus blade
is unconditionally guaranteed to give you complete satisfaction or full
purchase price will be refunded.

II
II

$t
Value

1988 FC
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conditiot
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Attention
Ladies!
All Cosmetics
Are Discounted

=

Here's One of
... for quick relief of upset stomach,
acid indigestion, heartburn, headache,

Many Values . .

today's largest-selling

REVLON

neuralgia, sore stiff muscles and colds.
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$5 Value —
$1.59
Value
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cold-fever
all day, all nite relief.

Toilette

$368
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Tablets
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take..

CALMS, OUIETS
NAGGING COUGHS
4 Formula Of COLDS FAST!

44
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the worlds

COUGH RELIEF
LEADER
CONTAINS

SILENTIUMat

Attention
Men!
COMPARE OUR
DISCOUNT PRICES!

Extra Large CREST
Toothpaste - Reg. or Mint

Your Choice...
ENGLISH LEATHER
ALL-PURPOSE LOTION
. ,
($4 Value)
or AFTER SHAVE
($3.54) Value)
We Dare You To Try

So good tasting .
So good to

83e

$288

.

your teeth I

Value

WHY PAY MORE. GET TOTAL
DISCOUNT PRICES ON ALL
PRESCRIPTIONS at
..Your
COMPLETE Discount Drug Store
—

LET US QUOTE YOU PRICES!!
ASK ABOUT OUR LAYAWAY PLAN!
ALL TOYS DISCOUNT PRICED!
BEL-AIR SHOPPI'ic CENTER

0
9-9 MON.- SAT.
1-6 SUNDAY

Faits. Ore,,
egg at left

PH. 753- )4
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Taylor 01
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power br
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2817 for

ea.

8 oz.

A bantam hen owned by William D. Stiles of Klamath
k, the three-Illett egg she laid. Middle egg iii the normal -bantam size. and
the-supgalaztkat Grade -AA large hen egg. Apparently scmehody

brained!
home 1
3517, at
let, Inc.,

to

FIT

SHE WAS EGGED ON

1968 D
hardtop,
owner, I
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Side wi
mileage
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"Violin Spider" almost like the Brown Fiddler He
cluse SAder, but can be almost any color. Was found
in the U.S.A. last May. The bite can cause extensive
skin damage. also painful severe ulceration of a large
area; and might be fatal if not treated. Injection by the
poisonous spider causes a change in the blood, and is
more toxic than the Recluse Spider. A number of deaths
have been reported

,

Dr. Russell's Laboratory the U.S.0 Lab maintains
probably the world's largest collection of anti-venom
have, the serums.

pick-up,
1968 CHE'VROLET
keg-wide bed, 6-cylinder, standard transmission, red, Kentucky
tags, $1875.00. Call 753-2617 for
Clyde Steele, Charlie Jenkins,
home 752-7218 business 7532817, J. a Nix, home 753-3395,
buelness 753-2617, at Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc., on South
N-11-C
12th.
1967 CHEVROLET van with
windows all around, power-glide,
Kentucky tags, blue 1127540.
753-2617 for Clyde Steele,
Charlie Jenkins home 753-7218
business 753-2817, J. H. Nix
home 753-3396, business 7532617, at Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc., on South 12th. N-11-C

For Information, Call ...

KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST CONTROL
100 S 13th Street

Murray, Kentucky

Phone 753-3914

HELP WANTED

SERVICES OFFERED

CURB HOP wanted. Night &hi%
5:00 p. m. to 11 p. in., male or
female. Apply in person to DartCastle, Chestnut Street. No
ITC
phone calls please.

residentPROFESSIONAL
ial painting. Brush, roll, spray.
References. Free entiniates.
N-25-C
Phone 753-3486.

Cell

1966 FORD Galatia 4-door se- WANTED: Part-time or fulldan, V-8, automatic, factory air time route man. Inquire at
condition, power steering, Ken- Boone's Laundry & Cleaners. tucky tags, white, $1475.00. Call
N-11-C
753-2817 for Clyde Steele, Charlie Jenkins home 753-7218 business 753-2617, J. H. Nix home
753-3395 business 753-2617, at
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc., on
N-11-C
South Lath.

Employment
Opportunities
at

1962 BEL-AIR Chevrolet, 4-door
8-cylinder,
sedan,
standard
trensmission, one owner, Kentucky tags, white, 0575.00. Call
753-2817 for Clyde Steele, Charlie Jenkins home 753-7218 budnees 753-2817, J. H. Nix home
753-3395 business 753-2817, at
DWA111 Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.,
on South 12th.
N-11-C

=NO
•gb

•••1

WOO•.M

1967 FORD Fairlane 4-door sedan, V-8, automatic, power
steering, factory eir condition,
traded in on new Impala, Tennessee title, $1675.00. Can 7532617 for Clyde Steele, Charlie
Jenkins home 753-7218 business
753-2617, J. H. Nix home 7533395 business 753-2617, at Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet, Inc., on South
12th.
1967 PONTIAC Executive 4
door sedan, power steering,
power brakes, factory air condition, block, $1775.00, Kentucky tags, one owner. Call 7532617 for Clyde Steele, Chortle
Jenkins home 753-7218 business
753-2817, J. H. Nix, home 753.
3395, business 753-2817, at
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.,
N-11-C
on South 12th.

No Jobs to Small or Large
to be Appreciated
Free Estimates
Contact:

A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502

Apply:
Personnel Department
Administration Bldg.
(second floor)

195.5 CHEVROLET pick-up. Priced reasonably. Phone 753-9139.
Phone 753-1222 after 6 p. m.'
N-13--C
1960 CHEVROLET Station Wagon, V-8 automatic, $21500 Call
N-13-C
436-2323.
1957 CHEVROLET pick-up, mechanically good. Murray Mobile
Homes, Hwy. 641 South, 753N-13-C
3640.
1968 CHEVROLET Caprice. Maroon with black vinyl roof and
interior Tape player, radio, factory air and double power. Local car, $2700.00. Phone 753N:13-P
1968.
•

by Ernie Bushmiller
—

(

WALKING

I WAS
STANDING
TOO CLOSE
TO THE
CURB

WHAT'S THE
MATTER?

_1 NEED SOME PRACTICE
ON MY SKIS
BEFORE THE
SNOW COMES

1.141111

-

Kelley's Pest
Control

-41./41

ase Ut Ow CM
•IN, by U....11

nylon./
Sym.b.••••

by R. Van Buren

Abbie 'N Slats
WITH THESE HELMETS,THEY'LL
NEVER TAKE US FOR ONE OF
THEM. AND REMEMBER,OUR
ORDERS ARE TO GET THE
ENTIRE POPULATION TO
JOIN OUR SIDE AND
BETRAY THEIR OwAl
COUNTRY IN ORDER
4, ;
TO SURVIVE':

FOLKS, UP THERE 5 SOMETHING FROM
OUTER SPACE . WE GOT NO WAY 0'
KNOWIN' IF IT'S FRIEND OR FOE.'
SO... WE GOTTA
STICK TOGETHER
r
f3
UNTIL HELP
,
COMES

001'

NOTICJI

NOTICE

ABSOLUTE AUC ION

Owners Moving Out of Town
116 Acre Rich Farvn With Improvements
Ford Tractor & Personal Property
Near Ky. Laic.

saw.

?.rd

Pereeeal Property:
teraltare.

525.00

t

so'

• ...tt•011i

T-7111

ff r

LIT Abner
r

by Al Capp
WHAT IN
SECOND
THE NAME
CONTESTANT
OF GASTRIC
COM I NG UP,SIR
ULCERS
ORBLE GASSE) IS THAT?
PAYNE —

MV MASTERPIECE!!'STEW El)
STEUENENV I I_LE
HAM, A LA
DEAN) MARTINI!"

GO—
BEFORE
I GET

V mom

I -oucH.r.r-PiTY
THE. 1411.1Cr
CONTESTANT-FAT&ACKft

")

Trireme, ewes Picker end

aL5.0()

FELL

4
‘
Real

u $ ••• CAI

1:00 P.M.

Nov. 14

Fri.

r•
•,•

Ny , 4 rn1 from
l$ml N id of Paris, 12 Int. SE of Murray,
Hwy 12i 8 about
New Concord. Ky. Prom Murray take
turn right
sign,
auction
moo
111 nil. to Weehart Grocery,
miles to pale.
and follow auction arrow' about 3
Ms 116 acre rich level fano has long frontage on County
Road end Blacktop Road thru property. 70 acres in high state
et cultivation, now sown Is Lesperksa and permanent pasture,
46 hares In timber, 1.7 A. Tobacco Base. Wal•red by river, 2
good wells and large spring. Partially fenced rrid some crossfences,. Improvements includes nice remodeled horn• (3 new
roomsl situated on a shady lawn with 1 large pecan trees,
tenant house, large stock barn, garage, shall. smokehouse,
chicken hoarse and other outbuildings.
This ideal Cattle farm Is known as the 1.091 Ganser farm—
Owners are Mr. and Mn. A. 6. Dotson.
Terms: Cash. Make your own tinancial arrangements prior to

CILca.
Carr-4.

.&4111V
A
P
I
t
r
\vI

and Auction Co.

604 5th AVE.. S.,
1983 VOLKSWAGEN. Good
condition. Phone 753-3005.
N-11-C

SHROAT'S

Call .

LADIES-Part Time-di you enjoy oosmetice and would like to
153-3914
earn extra money for Christmas. Must enjoy working with
people. Call Mrs. Hyde, 753-4838.
LOST & FOUND
One management position open.
N-12-P LOST: Brewn and white Pointphone 753SOMEONE to say with conval- er puppy. If found
N-10-C
8870.
escent or elderly people. Please
N-13-C LOST: In vicinity of Coles
call 753-8135.
Grove
SOMEONE to drive little girl to Camp Ground to Hickory
heiface
white
black,
a
Church,
Robertson School each mornlbs. Notiing. Call 7534438 after 6:00 fer approximately 500
fy L. D. Miller 7534505 or A. B.
P. ni. OT inquire at 1605 CalN-11-C
N-13-P Tabors 753-8897.
loway.

1962 CHEVROLET Biscayne, 6cylinder, station wagon, straight
shift, overdrive, air conditioner. Call 753-1729 after 3 p. m.
N-11-C

LEACH'S MUSIC & TV

Trees and Shrubs
Trimmed or
Removed

Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky

1982 AUSTIN HEALY 3000 MK
N-11-C
U. Phone 753-8042.

1

Nancy

WILL TAKE few selected horses
for training. Boarding facilities
and pasture. Blackwell Stables,
Dec.4-C
telephone 753-6977.

•

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our
PURCHASE
thanks to all, for every kind
SPECIAL DISCOUNT ON RENTAL OR
nem shown us during our deep
OF BAND INSTRUMENTS!
sorrow.
To those that sent flower's
and food and helped in so many
Chestnut Street
ways. To ones that called at
Dixieland Center
the funeral home and those
Phone 753-7575
that sent cards and letters. We
"YOUR COMPLETE MUSIC CENTER"
sincerely appreciate all that you
have done.
The memory of your kindness will always remain with us.
POE SALE
POE SALE
The Family of
John Stamps
GUITAR for sale. Gibson J-50 CHROME DINETTE set. Large
1TP
call
Please
chairs.
Nice,
six
old.
and
years
Ten
table
top.
Oat
N-13-C
$225.00. Phone 753-8124. N-11-C 753-4693.

GOOD COUNTRY
STYLE SAUSAGE

WILL CONTRACT new houses.
General repair work and additions. Phone 753-3366. Nov. 16-C

KITCHEN
SUPERVISOR
(male)

WANTED A lot in or around
Murray. Call 753-2250 after 3:90
N-13-C
p. m.

SMITH & WF-C-SON 357 Magnum USED COLOR TV. Practically Pitcher as guest star
Highway Patrolman. Like new. new, with a new set guarantee.
(UPI) HOLLYWOOD
N-13-C Dunn TV and Appliances.
Phone 753-8592.
Dodger
Angeles
Los
N-13-C Former
GOOD 72 AC Combine, Good
pitching ace Don Drysdale will
86 AC Combine. Call 753-4802. STOCK TRAILER, 5' x 12'. Call play a guest star role in an
N-13-C episode
N-14-C 753-1455.
Came
"Then
of
Bronson."
of
south
FOUR BURIAL LOTS
•
Christus Statue in Murray Me- ALLIS-CHALMERS 66 Combine,
* * *
morial Gardens. Call Benton John Deere corn picker, 1 row.
N-13-P Music man
527-8097 or write Leon B. Riot- Call 753-6401.
er, Route 1, Kirksey, Ky. N-11-P USED FURNITURE including
2
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
dinette Walter Scharf will compose and
range, refrigerator,
suite, bedroom suite, couch and conduct the score for 'The Sat
LAKE COTTAGE in Keniarra SIX-ROOM unfurnished apart- HONDA 150 motorcycle. Body chair. Phone 753-2623. N-13-C
Elephant" - Jacques Cousteau's
megood
real
shape,
nice
in
utilibedrooms,
Subdivision. 3
ment, air-conditioned, carpeted.
latest video special.
ty roam, large living room and Call 753-8175.
N-11-C chanically, $190.00. Phone 435N-11-C
* 5*
4465.
kitchen with all utilities, elecCARD
OF
THANKS
lot.
wooded
large
On
heat.
tric
CONLMERaAL building across SOLID MAPLE Early American
Words cannot express my sin- Supporting role
Murray Mobile Homes, Hwy. from
Belk's in Paris, Tenn. secretary desk. Has top open- cere thanks to everyone for
N-13-C
(UPI) HOLLYWOOD
641 South, 753-3640.
Write P. 0. Box 96, Paris, Tenn ing on desk part. Top section their extreme kindness during Oscar
winner Estelle Parsons
has three shelves, with middle the sudden and unexpected
All
inquiries
confidential.
ATTENTION: Would you like
signed for a supporting role with
N-14-C section of shelves enclosed with death of my husband, Billy E.
to draw 17's% on your money.
excellent condi- Jackson. A special thanks gees Gregory Peck and Tuesday Weld
doors.
In
small
Then let us show you this Trailtion. Has a lot of fancy carving to the doctors, nurses, and other in "An Exile."
er Park with 11 house trailers HOUSE TRAILER, 10' x 42"67
and woodwork. Reason for sell- hospital employees who worknow renting for $1050 per mon- model. Electric heat, $65.00 per
ing, change of furniture scheme ed with Billy. Also, for the gifts,
th. These trailers are all in good month. Two miles from MurN-11-C floral offerings, pallbearers, the
Phone 753-5229.
condition, has space for 6 more ray Phone 753-7856.
N-12-C
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home,
trailers, city water. These trailPERMA-PRESS drapes, white,
Revs. Chumbler and Armstrong,
ers and trailer park can be
x
inches;
63
63
96
75
x
inches,
ONE - BEDROOM furnished
bought for $60,000. Let your
x 125 and 48 x 63. your expressions of sympathy,
house
Phone 753-4647. N-13-C green 45
and your prayers. I give my
money work for you.
curtains, tangerine
Kitchen
thanks and hope that
ALSO a Duplex rented the past
brown 34 x 48, 45 x 48% and heartfelt
year for $150. per month for NICE 2-BEDROOM duplex, with two vaianiesr,60 x 10 inches. in your hour -of need you will
sale at $11,250.
dishwasher, disposal, air, tile Only three-inonths old. Very be blessed as I. ----A precious one from us is
CALL 753-1661 or come by the bath, carpet and range, $110. reasonable. Phone 753-6565.
gone,
office of ROBERTS REALTY at Phone 753-7560.
N-11-C
N-17-C
A voice we loved is stilred,
505 Main Street.
N-13-C
A place is vacant in our
NOTICE
EXCFIJ ENT, efficient econom- home,
ical, Blue Lustre- carpet clean- That never can be filled.
NOTICE
er. Rent electric shampooer $1.
Mrs. Billy (Ann) Jackson
and Carla
Western Auto Store. "Home of
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser
N-12-C
the Wishing Well".
ITC
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.
M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176,
YOU saved and slaved for wall
Lynnville, Kentucky. Dec.-11-C
-to-wall carpet. Keep it new
* * *
with Blue Lustre. Rent electric
Made Fresh Daily
addition
WANTED: Land to farm on
".:aist
N-15-C
shampooer $1. Big K.
shares or wages. Contact VinIN SACKS OR BULK
-HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
NAVEL WINNER -.The naiai
litson Tractor Co., Murray, Ky.
AKC
PUPS,
WEIMARANER
Isabodla *topes, who made her of Trudy Dolnick,'18, of ChiN-11-P
ter. Please call 7534647. N-17-C -creen debut in "Million Dollar
Fort Lee, cago, was voted the prettiest
1969 HONDA, CB 350, 2,200 Mystery" produced at
MEAT MARKET
added at the University of Miami
miles. Priced $650. Call 753-1343 NJ. in 1914, has been
(Fla.) during a pep rally
109 North 5th
IN A HURRY? Seven minutti
starring
"MOVE"
of
or 753-3673 after 5:00 p. m. to the cast
tic
preceding a football game.
showing! Convenient Food
N-17-C Elliott Gould.
N-15-C
Mart, Chestnut Street.

FOR YOUR home remodeling,
additions and repairs. Free esti
TFC
mates. Call 753-8123.

Position now open in the
following area:

1968 OPEL station wagon, 4speed, white 91575.00. CM] 753
9817 for Clyde Steele, Charlie
Jenkins home 753-7218 business
753-2617, J. H. Nix home 7533395 business 753-2617, at Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet, Inc., on South
12th.
N-11-C

BLACK TOP PAVING

lletween 8:00 a. in. and
510 D. sn.

Murray State
University
•

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

ONE OF THE finer homes in
the Murray area, on large lot
125' x 339'. This home has a
living room, family room and
a 32 ft. recreation room with a
fireplace. Also a study or sewTHREE-BEDROOM brick in city ing room, three full baths, walkout basement, 11 large closets,
school district with all the esti
electric heat and centeal air
trade.
a
consider
Would
tras.
The kitchen has
conditioning.
N-114
Phone 753-4516.
GE built-in appliances and
there is a second kitchen in the
DUPLEX, new, brick, three. basement for entertaining. The
bedroom. In city school district. lower level a this home could
Extra large master bedroode be used as an apartment for
with carpet throughout. No eft* that in-law or rented out to provide entre income. There is extax. 753-8202 after 5 p. m.
HN-11-C pansion room for two or three
mire bedrooms. The yard is
130 ACRE FARM, 3 miles nor- beautifully
and
landscaped
on
limits,
city
in
of
th
College
ere is a large garden spot.
black-top road. Was part of R. Shown by appointment onlyH. Crouse farm. Has house and
11 753-3903.
N-13-C
outbuildings. If interested call
247-2539,
Crouse,
Vaster
Mr.
N-13-C
Mayfield.
FOR RENT

We have a new method to kill spiders, roaches and
other insects. No mess, no cleaning out cabinets, walk
out of the house and we do the rest. Helps protect furs.
clothes and carpet.

WANTED TO $UY,

Join the Band

KING SIZE LOTS or acreage.
Level lots, some with trees.
Oaks Club Road. Country Club
Estates, telephone 753-5977.
Dec.-10C

NEW IN U.S.A.

068 IMPALA Cullom 2-door
hardtop, V.8, powerglide, oneowner, traded In on new Chevrolet, Kentucky tags, gold outside with a black vinyl top,
;mileage 14786. This car was
bought new las Fulton from
Taylor Chevrolet Buick, Inc.
Epee has never been down.
-M75.00. Call 753-9317 for Clyde Steele; Charlie Jenkins home
753-7218, business 753-2617; J.
Nix home 753-3395, business
753-2617, at Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc., on South 12th.
N-11-C

NOTICE

Be A Part of the Action.. • •

REAL ESTATE POE SALM

nonce

An

1.•IMOD

TUESDAY - NOVEMBER 11. 1969

RRAY, KENTUCKY

TIMES -

ANT

NOTICE

BUICK Wildcat 4-door
Imedtop, cream with a back
vinyl top, power steering, powbakes. automatic trimaran*" factory air-condition, 30,)900 miles, one owner, new car
sold new by Taylor
Chevrolet-Buick, Inc., in Fulton, Tennessee title, six-way
power seat& $2975.00. Call 753'617 bar Clyde Steele; Charlie
Jenkins, home 753-7118, business 7532617; J. H. Nix home
p113-3396, business 753-2817, at
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.,
N-11-C
pa South 12th.

8,

NOTICE

Tiovie
84e,
1/RentFtW
mow THE
AUTOS POIR SALM

LEDGER

254-8175

Nashville. Tenn.
National Auctioneers Assn.
Member: Realtors, State

\
\
N
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I
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1
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TUESDAY - N01, EMBER 11. lika
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
THE LEDGER 81 TIMES
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PAGE EIGHT

TELEVISIONSUE

IX-IV
WLA '-'1.%
Channel 8
Clan I 5
TuesriAY EVININC PROGRAMS
x-6 p.m., Ch, 4 Nashville's most reliable reporting team the PROFESSIONALS - JUD COLLINS, AL VOECKS, BOB
OLSEN PAUL EELLS where NEWS is FOREMOST 1
WSM-fV
amesel 4

:011 News WM Sots
News Wttir . Spurts News *Mr Sets
le I Dream of Jeanne t Ancor
TM Mod Sailed

•

x-7 p.m., Ch, 4 DEBBIE finds herself part of a foreign
intrigue when secret agents trick her into leading them
to defectors she is hiding
00 Debbie Reynolds
30 Julia

.1

Lancer
TM Red Skelton Snow

The Mod Sowed
Moyle

x-8 p.m., Ch, 4 BOB HOPE tines himself being chased
over hill, dale and bubble bath by his wife, his maid,
and police! ELKE SOMMER, PHYLLIS DILLER star,
TM Red $5,110,, Show"Th• Left Hand of God
• : Movie
:30 "Boy Dia I Get
Governor and J J
Mesa
110 A Wrong Number!" 0 Minutes
Marcus Welby, AS CI
:30 Moyle
40 Menutes
Marcus Welbv, M D
, Sots News,
; Starts
:01) News,
Sts
WIN,,por
10 :30 The Tonight Shaw The finery Gratin Shoo Move*:
g 1111 The Tonight Show The Mery Griffin Show "Only the feet"
:30 The Tonight Shrio TM Mary Griffin ShoeMovie
1 :00 The Untouchable,
Moyle
a, :311 The Unksucltablat
Th. Joe, Sesnoo Shoe
1011
di
O

BILSREYS
23R0 ANNIVERSARY
Ph. 753-5617

C12

GUNS- HUNTING SUPPLIES

Vac. Cleaner _ _ _ '28.88

Wedsesday, Nov. 12. ISO
:00 Morning Show
:30 Morning Shoe

Country Journey
CISS Morning News
JUk• Hell CrosPel Show McNees's Navy
Bozo Shoe
Morning Watch
Bozo Show
Morning Watch

9 mu
IN :30
1,,

The Mike Doug Show
Takes Two
TM Mike Doug. Show
:30 CORCentrallon
:1111 Sete of the Century Andy Of Mayberry
Neeltrwood Smarts Search for Tomorrow

1

Reg.'8.98

SAVAGE 440
FRENCH AUTO.
WINCHESTER:TB.. R.
MARLIN WINFIELD
HUNTING JACKET,Red
HUNTING PANTS

26 Imp. Mod. ----

_ucy Shoe
Hi said - Sew Se.3
Barbara Moore Shots
Barbara Moore Show

.,
e1ctittl
fha
ire of Lithesuar, 4 !
lopgn
Singing
House
News;
earn
,
3
Conran.
Show
AO Neon
al
ers Mee, a Dodo
As One World Turns
:30 NOM Show
L
Game
Newlywed
:00 Day. Of 011ir Lieu Many SOiendored Thing TM
In. Doling Game
,310 The DeCtore
TT* Guiding Light
..e
c,lp•ii,
Hosoit•!
Secret Shorn'
00 Another World
One Life Ti Live
30 Bright Promises
TM Edge of Night
Dark Shadows
2 :03 Letter to Laugh In Gamer Pyle LISMC
Flipper
a 30 To Tell the Truth Gillieares Island
111 JeoPardair

el

1
1

A

U
✓
•
O
0

9 :00
1 /is
1,8
1g
I
0

•Four water
saver load
selections
•Famous
Filter-fib
washing
system

The Ileverly Hillbillies
I Love LUCY
ADC Evening Mews
Dick Van Oaks -.how
sp....; Wair , 5,1*.
Sow,
News, Wthr
:00 News: Wttsr.; Sots
:30 Bill Cosby Special Tlse Glen Campbell The Flying Nun
Chstslo of Eddie's Fetter
:00 Johnny Carson Sol.
Goodflme HOW
:30 Johnny Carson Snl. The Beverty HilibilliesRoom 302
:Of SuoreinesMedical Canter
:30 Ternoiations Spec!alMedkal Canter
Norman Pock 'eel's Hawaii Fisw0
Movie
:30 America
HaSeefi Five,(1
Movie
sou., Naps; was,
Sots hew' WWI,
.00 News. emi
rhe Mery G•itfin Shoe Mavm3hcec
30 T
-00 rar1401, S,34I
TM Mery Cr!!! r Show "Rage:30 Tonight Shaw
The Mery Gr,ttin now
Moo.*
:110 The Untovchseiiee
Move!,
10 The llroni.cha0
Shle.
Jo., 3
-00 Beat the Clock
:30 ,ath Avenue South

Movie
'The War of the

PrOOlfilli

se COLOR TV

BARGAIN!

•Permanent
Press Cycle
for today's
new fabrics
•Gets 16 lbs
of clothes
thoroughly
clean!

_

Thaw Schedules
x-Faid advertisement

Corn. Rifle

22 Bolt Act.

2

-18

nitel

SALE

210E. Main

I

pp

If
Ca:

(Red

•••
Colt Handguns
Full line

Zke Kimberley

SeE

by Stations Invohrod
WA740E

SEEN I HE

The Portulaca has pulled ia
somewhat but is still going--

ContMM4 Freon Page One)
generally curved, however a
wide angle lens is almost round
on the face like a marble maybe, cut into with the curved
part facing outward. On the
other hind, however a telephoto lens is almost flat scrou the
face, because you only want a
small piece of action out of the
whole picture.

Model 1411.20EWD

• I3ig 23"diagonal picture.
295 square inch viewing

Lombardy Poplars turn in brilliant ye/low when frost hits
them.
Sweet Gum and Sugar Maples
look somewhat alike with strong
reds, and yellows, with variegated leaves that really stand
out.

area

Money is great, but what really
counts is friends. We have seen
evidences of this fact over the
last several weeks and reallee
that out of the large scope of
things, friends are priceleu.
Your tears can fall on money
with absolutely no reaction, but
when they fall on friends you
are engulfed in a tide of comand
understanding
passion,
sympathetic aid.

Pound a Herd Head Hickory
nut in the yard made up of
three nuts grown together Sort
of the Siamese twins idea.
Going home yesterday and we
were behind a car driven by a
lady She had a small black and
white dog in the car and he was
riding between the back of her
seat and her back. Sort of
scrunched down behind her taking in everything as they rode
along.

Those little dogs sort of grow
The older we get the more we on you. They place absolute
salue friends, friendships and faith and trust in you which you
don't dare breach.
people.
Reading in the Woodman magazine where a 70 year old man
married for the seventh time.
When asked why, he said "Well,
I'll tell you - for the little bit
they eat, I wouldn't be without
one".
We thought sure allot these
heavy frosts would have killed
most flowers, but so far they
have not. We still have plenty
of Salvia that is just as red ane
bright as ever, several Sultana

Sons* dogs will not look you
in the eye. Old Boots was like
that. He would grin and look
off to one side, wagging
tail all the time. But, Lady the
dog will stare you down. She
Likes Tootsie Rolls, the little
kind, and will stand there in
front of the candy bowl with
one foot on it and both eyes
starring at you. If you don't
think this technique will work,
try it some time. It has never
failed yet.

• Color-minder controls
• INSTA-COLOR"

1 - G.E SELF-CLEAN

RANGE

Reg. $299.95

- NOW - w/trade

$19995

,

6.E. HOUSEWARE
Tape Player

Steam and Dry Iron
F-62 - '7.99
M-97 Mixer - '7.09

Fine Tuning
Control

Teflon Skillet _ _ '18.88

8 Track Car Stereo

GE 13.5 CU. 1"1'.
AUTOMATIC IJEFROST
REFRIGERATOR

GORNINOWARE
$9.99

Qt. Sauce Pan

G.E. 12"
4-Quart

G.E. Power Brush

Vac. Sweeper _ _ '27.59 Dutch Oven w / Lid '8.88
10" Skillet
'7.99
FP/3
'26.88
Polisher

$89?..?,
Eliminates cross talk. Choice
of 2 instant mount speakers
or 4 in the door type. 6-watts
power per channel. Import.

6.E. HAIR DRYER
$19.88

C12

Vac. Cleaner _ _ _ '28.88

Also- Good Tape Selection

HD54 HARD HAT

7223

• Manua

'2.49

G.E. Clock

defrost
freezer holds up
to 122 lbs.
• Removable bin
for 18 eggs
•Door storage in
both sections
•Four cabinet
shelves-one
slides in and out

Auto Accessories
Wholesale Prices and Below!
DuPont

CLEANERS_ _ _ _ 88'
COMPASS for Auto, Boa, R... $2.“ _ $1.49
AUTO TACHOMETER
AUTO-TRUCK 4-WAY FLASHER

ES &
POLISHES

Reg. $16.95

ATTENTION --

$3.89

BETTER 1106 PRICES
COME TO MURRAY

DOLLS

A REELFOOT REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE IN
MURRAY ON MONDAYS, WEDNESDAYS AND
FRIDAYS TO ASSIST THE LOCAL BUYERS

a. Tat
es117
"
111
.
al 71.4.1011,.

"All-Weadssrlr Tins
•Clean sidewall design, radial
darts on shoulder
•Triple•lempered nylon cord
construct On
•Buy now st these low prices

ANY OF THESE SIZES
ONE LOW PRICE...
szssta

The buying power of Reelfoot and the facilities of
Murray Livestock Co. will give the livestock industry of this area a strong boost. We need your
business and support and invite you to call 7535334 for top hog quotations

10.99

Sitting th
witidow e
lag watch
down in !
Blue Bird
of vision. '
as the sky
were near
the scene
by. Most I
the wintel

Converts All Turn Signals to Emergency Flashers!

Livestock Producers

Reelfoot Packing Co., in conjunction with the Murray Livestock Co., are offering improved prices
through the Merit System of buying hogs.

Hugh Da
yesterday
day Shoe
uncalled
liberal th
works. A
of a men
en gradu
who wert
was a r
,
ident
read the
killed. Hi
ed on thi
ed why
reading c
dead on
can tell
difference
that it is
motives b
school se
memoriali
supreme
dated. T
comfort t
could get
ing of the
ing of n.
day gives
noi. They
the day al
it to this .
son for ti
the peace
division ii
Mr. Downi
ter maser
ed. It is I
how it is
name of t
ad in rev(
fly. One r
ates a ft
while anot
for the gc

COOK WARE
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Saw • couple of Grasshoppers
Friday afternoon. Seemed to be
pretty pert.
We learned all of this yesterday.
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Prices Paid Today for Top Hogs
No. 1
No. 2
Grading No.3
$24.75 '25.00 '25.50
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